
DETAILED ACCIDENT INFORMATION 
Agency personnel can use the Traffic Information module to record 
comprehensive information on traffic accidents such as location, 
causes, severity, damages incurred, weather conditions, and more. This 
information enables users to easily identify traffic safety problems, 
establish goals and performance measurements, and monitor the 
progress of implemented programs.

CITATIONS AND WARNINGS 
Personnel can efficiently track traffic citations and warnings by accessing 
the offense, name information, and vehicle information. Full integration 
allows users to create a new name and vehicle record for a new contact 
while creating a citation or warning record, or to use Spillman Flex’s 
Involvements® feature to automatically link to existing name and vehicle 
information. Agency personnel can also use this module to track citation 
dispositions and record bond amounts.

TRAFFIC REPORTING
The Traffic Information module includes an extensive traffic reports menu, 
which contains numerous preformatted reports to quickly turn agency 
data into comprehensive information. Personnel can view a full snapshot 
of warning and citation activity, as well as identify accident trends using 
demographic analysis and accident summary reports. 

IMAGING INTEGRATION
Personnel can use the Traffic Information module to capture and archive 
high-quality digital photos from accident scenes. When used with Flex’s 
optional Imaging module, users can attach multiple photos to the accident 
record for quick reference during an investigation. The module also 
enables users to print images or copy and paste them in a report. 

POWERFUL SEARCHING
The Traffic Information module’s robust searching capabilities help 
agencies develop solutions to historical traffic problems. System 
integration allows personnel to search multiple record sources at once 
to receive detailed information on vehicles or persons involved with the 
same traffic accident or citation. Agency personnel can also use this 
module to retrieve related insurance information. 

TRAFFIC INFORMATION
COLLECT ACCIDENT AND CITATION DATA FOR THOROUGH TRAFFIC INVESTIGATIONS
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TOTAL SOFTWARE INTEGRATION
Spillman Flex’s Integrated Hub™ is an open, centralized database where all agency information is entered, stored, and 
extracted in real time, providing total software integration. This allows users to enter data once and have it automatically 
shared among related modules. Agencies using this module can optimize their system and enhance productivity through 
total integration with other Flex modules. 

Users can upload related images of accidents to 
supplement submitted reports.

The Traffic Information module allows users to enter 
comprehensive information on traffic accidents 
including date, time, location, severity, assigned officer, 
causes, total damage, speed, and weather conditions.

By accessing offense, name, and vehicle information, 
users can view associated warnings when 
tracking traffic citations.

Personnel can track citation dispositions and 
record bond amounts when using the Traffic 
Information module.
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